
Learn to Knit

1. Lay your knitting needles together on a table. 

2. Put the wool underneath the needles and then tie a single knot 
towards the end of the wool, as if you were tying the knitting 
needles together. 

3. Move the wool so the knot is at the bottom of the knitting needle 
closest to you.

4. Pick up the needles with your right hand.

5. Wrap the wool (the long bit still attached to the ball of wool) around 
your left thumb. Hold on to the wool with your left fingers.

6. Put both knitting needles under the wool at the front of your 
left thumb.

7. Pull your thumb out then pull the wool taut to the needle. You will 
now have two loops of wool on your knitting needles.

8. Repeat this eight times so you have ten loops of wool on your 
knitting needles.

9. Pull out the top knitting needle so the loops are on one knitting  
needle.

Knitting is a fun hobby. Not only can you learn 
how to make useful thing such as items of clothing, 
but it is also a great way to relax. 

You will need:

• knitting needles

• wool

Step One: Casting on
This is how you start off knitting. There are lots of different ways of doing it, but this way is 
great for beginners. 
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1. Hold the knitting needle with the loops in your left hand.

2. Hold the other knitting needle in your right hand.

3. Put the right knitting needle inside the top loop on the left knitting 
needle and push it up and behind the left knitting needle.

4. Hold both knitting needles in your left hand (that’s a bit tricky, try 
to hold them where they cross over). 

5. With your right hand, wrap the wool behind both knitting needles 
and bring it forward putting it in between the two knitting needles.  

6. Bring your right knitting needle down underneath the wool and 
then push it up through the loop that is next to the left knitting 
needle. This part is very tricky and should be done slowly.

7. Push the left knitting needle down out of the loop. That is the first 
knitting stitch.

8. Put the right knitting needle inside the second loop on the left 
knitting needle and push it up and behind the left knitting needle.

9. Repeat steps 4 – 7.

10. Keep going until you have reached the tenth loop on the left 
knitting needle.  

11. After this, swap the knitting needles around around so the 
knitting is again on the left knitting needle and the right knitting 
needle is empty.

12. Repeat steps 1 – 11.

13. You can keep going until your knitting is the length you want.

Step Two: Knitting stitch
There are several types of stich, this is a good one to start off with.
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1. Put the right knitting needle inside the top loop on the left knitting 
needle and push it up and behind the left knitting needle.

2. Hold both knitting needles in your left hand (that’s a bit tricky, try 
to hold them where they cross over). 

3. With your right hand, wrap the wool behind both knitting needles 
and bring it forward putting it in between the two knitting needles. 

4. Bring your right knitting needle down underneath the wool and 
then push it up through the loop that is next to the left knitting 
needle. This part is very tricky and should be done slowly. 

5. Push the left knitting needle down out of the loop.

6. Repeat steps 1 – 6.

7. Push the left knitting needle into the first stitch you did on the 
right needle.

8. Using the left knitting needle, pull the first stitch up and over the 
second stitch on the right knitting needle.

9. Repeat steps 1 – 8, but this time missing out step 6, so you only knit 
one stitch before using the left knitting needle to lift it up and over.

10. Keep going until there is only one stitch on your right knitting 
needle and nothing on your left.

11. Cut the wool so there is about 15cm left.

12. Make the loop on the last stitch bigger.

13. Put the wool through the loop and then pull it taut. 

 

Step Three: Casting off
This is what you do when you have finished your knitting. Casting off starts very much like 
the knitting stitch.
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